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RISING INDUSTRY
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ASIA’S MICE UPDATE
THAILAND’S MICE UPDATE
PAST EVENTS
UPCOMING EVENTS

What Is Possible
To Happen In China

In recent years, the spotlight has bee
that Chinese economy has been n pointing at China for the fact that
commercially partner with China, thebooming. Fo r the co un tri es tha t
on knowing what might happen in ir performance in 2016 will depend
China in order to shape their plans
accordingly.

Five-year growth with quality focus:
China GDP growth target will still be more than 6 percent. Besides, the
Chinese society will focus more on quality-of-life goals: the environment,
health and income.

Fewer jobs, flatter incomes:
The workplace in China is already changing so dramatically that
it will suffer unemployment especially where technology is rapidly
taking place of people for more outputs. The government
must help some workers survive by reskilling them to be able to deliver
so all parts of society will benefit and be actively engaged in the
economy. Even so, this possibly unemployment situation will lead to
lower growth of household income and possibly consumer confidence.

Maturity of investing:

More centralization:

After the volatility of stock market
in 2015, investors want to
diversify into more stable assets.
Despite opportunities forforeign
fund managers and brokers as a
result of regulatory changes, with
international companies receiving
approval to open 100 percent–
owned investment-management
operations and a foreigncontrolled brokerage operation,
they still have to beware of
volatile mind-set of Chinese
investors that they expect to be
bailed out quickly after a product
makes a loss.

Economic decision making has
been centralized over the past
two years. China will continue to
be and even more centralized in
2016.

Improvement of Chinese
Manufacturers:
Chinese companies now are
improving because they have
improved their marketing skill
while combining low costs with
aggressive innovation. Therefore,
multinational companies in China
will face challenges of better local
competition.

Agricultural imports
are rising:

In 2016, China’s growing food
needs will drive agricultural
imports. This will be
opportunity for the countries
who would like to export
their agricultural products to
China.

China continues to go global,
with UK as a new focal point:
China’s outbound investment will accelerate in 2016 with their
private companies going to invest outside the country. The target
countries will be the one they think the political relationship is in a
good stage, which is now the United Kingdom, emphasized by
President Xi’s visit to Britain in October 2015.

In summary, the countries with economic ties with China will have to be mindful of the slower growth yet with
careful and quality steps. Reading through this situation will still yield new opportunities in the Land of Dragon.
Source: www.mckinsey.com
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‘Reasons Behind Using
Non-Cash Incentive To
Boost The Performance
Of Staff Rather Than
Traditional Cash’
For many years ago, Thailand has made a lot of
money from the incentive trips from international
companies such as Amway, Infinitus, and etc. Those
companies use the incentive trips to motivate their
staff or sales agents to accelerate their performance
and commitment. It is interesting to know they do
not use cash incentive as a major motive.
Actually, the fundamental of the incentive is still the
money as it can exchange to almost any basic things
in life, but to boost up performance or commitment,
companies should use valuable non-cash incentive
such as free trips, valuable stuffs and etc. because of
the 2 key reasons:
Non-cash incentive can lead to the feeling of
the support from the organization or Perceived
Organizational Support. Many psychologists
said that people will feel more valued and
appreciated to the organization when they
feel there is perceived organizational support
Staff feel non-cash incentives as the recognition
for good work while they consider cash as
the compensation which they are entitled to
have.

‘Forecasting The Incentive
Travel Trends’
Incentive travel gives achievers an experience of a
lifetime, which money can’t buy. Incentive is where
companies see the potential to motivate employees
to contribute to the companies and improve brand
image. Employees come back from incentive trip
can be more energized and motivated.
The incentive trip actually relies on the financial
health of each company. In the recession, some
companies have to put the incentive trip on hold.
Now the trend is picking up as clients that have been
inactive for years start booking for the next trips
again.
According to the Society for Incentive Travel Excellence
(SITE) meeting, the international trends are now
interesting.

The 1st trend
Mainly seen in the US is there are family and
partners participating in incentive trips. People won’t
go if there is no one to take care of the children.
Therefore the group size is becoming bigger and the
participants expect to have some extended services.

The 2nd trend
Return on Investment is playing a bigger role,
including designing the destination. Apart from
motivating staff, the incentive trips need to be
relevant to the business and the destination and
business objectives need to be aligned with the
communication strategy.
Effectively, the involving parties such as airlines and
hotels should see and adjust themselves to the trend.
The incentive trips actually can boost up the travel
business in both direct and indirect way. If the host
can impress the visitors, they will continue to be the
active ambassadors and loyal customers for the hotels
for good even after the incentive trip is over.
Source: www.themiceblog.com
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‘Sustainable Building Materia
Regarding to the survey by Ipsos,
25% of the respondents always take
steps to grow plants in their home
or adopt environmental lifestyle
such as recycling, driving energyefficient vehicles, using products
made from eco-friendly raw materials
and etc. Interestingly, nearly half
(46%) say they are more inclined
to buy a product if it is environmentally friendly. That indicates
people are more concerned about
the environment and they are willing
to support green business involving to
their life, even if they have to pay a
bit more.
Green or environmental-friendly
building is a major topic of these
days. Green building materials are
manufactured using recycled waste
materials from construction sites.
Many construction companies have
now started implementing the use
of green building materials in their
constructions.

ls’

Europe is the leading region in this market, followed by
North America and APAC. Although the concept of green
building materials is still in its beginning stage in APAC as
compared to Europe and North America, with governments
initiating measures toward attracting investment in construction of
energy-efficient buildings, the market is expected to grow at
a rapid pace over the next five years.
As in Thailand, this practice is not yet widely accepted
as the cost of this kind of materials is still relatively high in
the country. As a lesson, pushing for this initiative involves
the Thai government providing some supports and also
continuously educating people to understand the idea of
green building and see the good result for the environment
at the same time.

Source: www.prnewswire.com, www.ipsos-na.com
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‘Making More
Perfect Event’

There is belief that mor
events. Some planers e detailed event planners make more perfe
example, they just mak focus on overall picture rather than details foct
e sure that food is prov
grade or amount, or they
ided rather than the foodr
event rather than the vo just make sure there is a music played in th
should keep in mind to lume level. There suggested details that planere
make more perfect even
s
ts.

Appropriate Starting Time: Do not give a long time between
six and seven when people leave work. If planners leave too
much gap between work and play, the guests may go home
‘to get changed’ and there is a 50% chance they won’t bother
to come back especially if it’s raining.
Appropriate Communication Tactic About Location:
If the selected location is near the mass transportation
route and the concept is aligned with the brand, we
can advertise the location. However, if it happens
to be far away or difficult to reach, it is a good trick
not to reveal the location by calling it a ‘secret
location’ to encourage the guests’ curiosity.
Appropriate Entertainment Sound Volume
In The Event: In general events, we see all
kinds of channels communicating to the
participants such as sound from LED TV,
theme sound played all over the event,
and etc., which can be noisy after all. A
good planner should design the proper
sound level to comfort the participants to
discuss without trying to shout.

Source: www.londonlaunch.com

Appropriate Food In Terms Of Quantity And
Quality: Most of the time people intend to
eat a meal in the event they are invited so it is
better the planners feed the guests plentiful
and delicious food. They will be very satisfied
and willing to tell their friends.
Appropriate Following Up Afterwards:
Planners may pick some nice photo and
send them via thank-you email to show
how they are appreciated with the guests’
participation.
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Suzhou, The Next
China’s Potential
MICE Destination’
Accessibility: Suzhou is about 60
kilometers from Shanghai and the
transportation in and out of Suzhou is very
convenient.
Economic Size: As one of the most
economically developed cities in
China, Suzhou has brought together
a large number of exhibitors and
professional buyers, thanks to its
strong economic development, solid
industrial foundation and active
market, providing a strong opportunity
for those who are seeking to organize
successful exhibitions and conferences
in the city. Suzhou is now one of the
top five across China and takes the
first spot as a prefecture-level city
in terms of GDP and many important
economic indicators including foreign
investment in actual use, total imports
and exports, gross industrial output
value and consumption per capita.

In recent years, Suzhou has become the destination
for organizing conferences and exhibitions, as
the transport, hotels, food service, tourism, and
all commercial facilities have been upgraded. The
city has up to six professional exhibition venues
and four professional conference centers. Suzhou
ranks 3rd in China in terms of the number of five-star
hotels. The city is well positioned to meet the needs
of any high-end exhibitions, conferences, and other
events. In addition, the Chinese government has
supported conference and exhibition industry by putting
in place a series of favorable policies and supporting
facilities.
There are the reasons why Suzhou has become one of
the most promising MICE destinations.

Attractive Environment: Suzhou has been
nam ed o ne o f “China’s Top 10 Livable
Cities”, “China’s Top 10 Charming Cities”, “China’s
National Landscape Garden Cities” and “International
Garden Cities”, thanks to its temperate climate,
beautiful scenery just like in the classical portrait of
a Chinese city, and more than 60 well-preserved classical
gardens, of which 9 have been awarded World
Cultural Heritage status.
Well Planning: In recent years, the Suzhou
government has divided the city into
a core central district and 4 surrounding
towns by applying holistic urban planning.
The well-preserved downtown area shoulders
the responsibility for maintaining the historic
culture, while the 4 new towns help promote
the development of secondary and tertiary
industries. Suzhou has been able to balance
between economic development and
preservation of its heritage while, at the same
time, remaining a livable, dynamic and
distinctive city.

In conclusion, Suzhou’s unique charm has attracted many conference and exhibition organizers.
The city that flourished in ancient times as well as today, has always been and continues to be the
hallmark and definition of quality.

Source: http://www.prnewswire.com
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As seen in many places in the world, the trend of oversea
meeting and conference has been gradually changing.
The delegates tend to bring family as well as children and
spend a longer time in that country with them. At the
same time, according to the host, the interesting destinations
also lead to the success of the conference in terms of
number of delegates.
IMPACT is Thailand’s largest conference and exhibition center
which will launch a theme park developed by Australia’s
Sanderson Group who created Tokyo’s Disney Seas Park and
Singapore’s Universal Studios. The US$96 million lakeside
project will consist of a theme park, a marina, several
entertainment venues and hotels and is expected to be
completed by early 2018.
According to Paul Kanjanapas, managing director of IMPACT
Exhibition Management, the business travelers who bring
their children to a conference at our venue can leave them
at the theme park while they are in a meeting. With
one-stop entertainment complex as well as state-of-the art
facilities nearby the exhibition center, the family may end
up staying longer which is what Thailand looks for.
In addition, Impact plans to develop a new lakeside marina
complex which will feature a cinema, restaurants, and retail
outlets. The current Eastin Lakeside Hotel will be renovated
to become a luxury five-star hotel. The 587-room ibis Bangkok
IMPACT hotel will open later this year and will be operated
by Accor Hotels along with the existing Novotel IMPACT
nearby.
In summary, when the project is launched, it can be a new
weapon for Thailand as a potential destination to strengthen
our MICE and travel industry.
Source: www.meetbizindia.com

The 13th Asia Pacific
Federation Of
Pharmacologist (APFP)
Meeting “New Paradigms
In Pharmacology
For Global Health”
Feb 1-3, 2016,
Bangkok
This conference introduced the
delegates to the new developments
and breakthroughs in pharmacology
along with other disciplines of drug
discovery and development. The
deliberations and recommendations
of this conference provided a significant
impact on the future directions of
the discovery and development of
new promising drugs and on the
improvement towards the health
and wellness of humanity.

PATA Adventure Travel &
Responsible Tourism
Conference & Mart 2016
(ATRTCM 2016)
Feb 17-19, 2016,
Chiang Rai
Under the theme ‘Creating Experiences,
Sharing Opportunities’, the PATA
Adventure Travel and Responsible
Tourism Conference & Mart 2016
(ATRTCM 2016) took place in the
historic city of Chiang Rai in northern
Thailand. ATRTCM 2016 was a
three-day niche event that brought
together public and private sectors
involved in adventure travel and
responsible tourism to discuss new
opportunities for promoting
environmental protection and social
sustainability within the industry.
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